Human Beatboxing : Physiological Aspects of
Drum Imitation
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INTRODUCTION
→ Human Beatboxing (HBB) is a
musical technique that uses
the vocal tract to imitate
musical instruments (i.e. nonlinguistic sounds)
→ Similar to speech =>
selection and combination
of smaller units into larger
ones
→ characterized, mostly, by (1)
articulatory precision and
(2) breathing control

Methods
→5 Professional beatboxers
→Aerodynamic and acoustic = EVA2 Workstation
→Laryngoscopy = Xion video-stroboscopic & flexible
fiberscope
→Data Analysis :
→Aerodynamics
=>
Pressure
&
Airflow
measurements
→Laryngoscopy => Laryngeal Articulator Model &
multiplanar Open-Close Continuum
→Acoustics => Waveform & Spectrogram

→ Corpus :

→ Speech ≠ HBB => Different
Goals and constraints
→ Speech
=
efficient
communication & linguistic
constraints

Results
Kicks

K-Snares

Cough Snare

Lips Roll

→ HBB = Music & Aesthetic
Constraints
→ Different use of the vocal
tract

RESEARCH QUESTION
What are the capacities of the
human vocal tract ?

HYPOTHESIS
Beatboxers acquire a more
accurate and extended control
on aeromechanical constraints of
the vocal tract allowing them to
use a larger
number of
production mechanisms.
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Conclusion
→Beatboxers have an extended knowledge on Vocal Tract capacities
→Atypical bursts => Acoustic wave propagates at higher velocity than particles
→Alternation between ingressive and egressive sounds may insure sufficient air in the lungs
for gas exchange
→When beatboxers produce Beat Patterns, what are their strategy to coordinate articulation
and breathing ?
→HBB paradigm may provide (1) new perspective on articulatory complexity and phonetic
diversity and (2) useful and an original contribution for speech pathology

